IN THE IMAGE OF GOD?

BY DANNY COHEN
And God said, Let the earth sprout vegetation...plants and trees of every kind.

God said, May water separate from water...God called the expanse sky.

And God said, Let there be light...and the darkness He called Night.

And God said, Let the earth sprout vegetation...plants and trees of every kind.
God said, be fertile and increase, fill the waters and let the birds multiply.

And God made the two great luminaries: the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night.
AND GOD CREATED MAN IN HIS IMAGE, MALE AND FEMALE HE CREATED THEM

SO MAN WILL LEAVE HIS PARENTS AND CLEAVE TO HIS WIFE, AND THEY WILL BECOME ONE FLESH

THE TWO WERE NAKED, YET FELT NO SHAME

OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE YOU MAY NOT EAT

IS THAT REALLY SO? COME ON NOW...
"And if we examine the above verse, it does not say "their eyes were opened...and they saw," because what they saw before, they saw afterwards; it's not as if they had blinders over their eyes that were removed, but rather, afterwards, they could see something in a person as repulsive which had not been repulsive beforehand."

AND AS PARADISE FELL TO PIECES, MAN TOOK OVER AND BROUGHT ABOUT A WHOLE NEW REALITY...
And the darkness he called night.

He separated waters.

He cultivated abundance in some places.
Imagine the possibilities. I'm getting there...

The American Dream

Happiness just around the corner. Ya podremos conseguir la alegría.

The Hedonic Treadmill
Faster! 1.4 minutes per batch! No breaks!

My wrist hurts, but my kids are hungry.

Priority on our people?

We put our priority on our people.

Just don’t ask about the cleaning staff.

The beauties of capitalism

FW Taylor
AND GOD SAID, WHERE ARE YOU?